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Old and new friends in Ghana

The crew for our second
Summer Course

A break for some of our crew
from the first Summer Course

A scene from the video of Lyn’s lesson
during our first Summer Course

Structured Word Inquiry in the Classroom
Welcome to a new year of Structured Word Inquiry
Update on upcoming WordWorks Workshops
Meta-Analysis of Morphological Interventions published in Review of Educational Research (Pete as first author)
WW Summer Course Word Detective Episode: Video of a lesson investigating “ways to write /f/”
Teacher-Inspired Learning Communities: Teachers inspire their staff, not just students (free resources)
Pete shares ideas of ways to into introduce Structured Word Inquiry

Welcome to Another Year of Structured Word
Inquiry!
We begin the 2010/2011 school year with more evidence of
the healthy growth of accurate instruction of the written
word than ever.
I’ve already had my first on-sight workshop of the school
year at the Lincoln Community School in Accra, Ghana
(August 9-13). On-line consultancies and/or workshops with
schools in Beijing, Bali, Jakarta and Bangladesh are already
underway, and more are being set up. The list of confirmed
WW Workshops this year is close to the limit of what I can
handle, and we are receiving more orders for our resources
than ever. The word about English spelling as a context for
developing critical thinking, vocabulary and reading through
structured word inquiry is getting out there.

Research Update
Over the summer, a major part of Pete’s PhD work was
published in the Review of Educational Research (cited as
the top Education journal the last two years running). This
Effects of Morphological Instruction on Literacy: A Meta-Analysis

1

Peter N. Bowers, John R. Kirby (Faculty of Education, Queen’
Queen’s University) & S. Hélène Deacon (Dalhousie University)
1

Supported by the Canadian Language and Literacy Research Network

Research Questions
1. What are the effects of morphological instruction on reading, spelling,
vocabulary, and morphological skills?
2. Is the effect of morphological instruction different for less able than for
undifferentiated children?
3. Do the effects of morphological instruction differ for older versus younger
students?

Method/Analysis
We reviewed 21 morphological intervention studies (up to January 2008) with control or
comparison groups using participants from preschool to Grade 8.
Instructional effects (Cohen’s d) averaged according to two dimensions:
a. Linguistic outcome categories: sub-lexical, lexical, and supra-lexical. Sub-lexical
outcomes were further subdivided into morphological and non-morphological outcomes.
b. Comparison group: Experimental group vs. control (typical instruction) or Experimental
group vs. Alternative Training.

Summary and Conclusions
Overall instructional effects
- Strongest effects for morphological sub-lexical outcomes (d = 0.65, 0.51)
- Stronger effects versus control groups than alternative treatments
- Morphological instruction was as effective as or more effective than alternative
treatments (e.g., phonological awareness for sub-lexical and lexical; comprehension
strategies for supra-lexical)
- Integration with some alternative treatments may be helpful

Click here for more on
Pete’s research...

Less able vs. Undifferentiated Learners
- Less able learners showed stronger effects of instruction in each linguistic category for
both Experimental vs. Control and Experimental vs. Alternative Treatment comparisons.
- Less able learners appear to reap particular benefits from morphological instruction.
Younger vs. older students
- Gains for Pre-school to Grade 2 students were equal to or greater than those for older
students.
- Current evidence suggests that instruction about morphology can be effectively
integrated into instruction from the beginning of schooling.

Table 4
Effect Sizes by Linguistic
Category and Comparison Group

Comparison
Groups

Linguistic Category of Outcome Variable
Sub-Lexical
Lexical
Morphological
Non-Morphological

Supra-Lexical

Experimental Experimental Experimental Experimental Experimental Experimental Experimental Experimental
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
Control
Alt. Treat.
Control
Alt. Treat.
Control
Alt. Treat.
Control
Alt. Treat.

Overall
Cohen’s d

0.65

SD
Count

0.72
37

0.51

0.34

0.08

0.40

0.12

0.28

-0.08

0.55
11

0.37
26

0.34
22

0.47
88

0.47
75

0.26
12

0.30
9

1.25

0.63

0.25

0.58

0.24

0.67

0.39

SD

0.87

0.27

0.54

0.51

0.50

0.48

0.56

Count

9

3

5

7

19

15

6

1

0.27

0.00

0.40

0.08

0.27

-0.15
0.23

Less Able Readers
Cohen’s d
0.99

Undifferentiated Readers
Cohen’s d
0.65
0.24

0

SD

0.77

0.31

0.29

0.20

0.50

0.46

0.56

Count

30

8

21

15

72

60

9

8

0.49

-0.16

0.57

-0.07

0.27

-0.22

0.44

0.16

0.48

0.17

0.14

0.22

Preschool to Grade 2
Cohen’s d
1.24
1.25
SD

0.41

3

10

7

19

11

7

5

0.24

0.24

0.20

0.36

0.15

0.29

0.08

SD

0.72

0.31

0.28

0.35

0.46

0.49

0.40

0.29

Count

35

8

16

15

69

64

5

4

Count

2

0.27

Grade 3 to Grade 8
Cohen’s d
0.62

Note: Experimental = Experimental group with morphological instruction, Control = Control group with typical instruction, Alt. Treat. = Alternative
Treatment Group with special instruction (The focus of most alternative treatments was phonologically based. Other examples included explicit vocabulary
instruction and study skills). Count indicates the number of outcome variables for a given effect size average. Negative effect sizes indicate outcomes in which
the effect sizes for the morphological treatments were less than those for the control or alternative treatment.

Confirmed Upcoming WordWorks Workshops
September 10: Kingston Literacy & Skills Annual Retreat
November 12 - 13: Masonic Learning Center of South Bend,
Indiana (Download flyer & registration form here).
November 6-7: Masonic Valley of Peoria Learning Center, Illinois
(Contact director, Gina Cooke for information & to register)
January 17-18: Bali International School
January 25-27: Riffa Views International School, Bahrain
January 30-31, 2011: NESA Institutes, Qatar
February 1-3: American School of Doha
February 5, 7-10: International School of Zug & Luzern, Switzerland
On-Line Workshops, Model Lessons and Tutoring
Contact Pete to ask about on-line tutoring. See here for more.

study titled, The Effects of Morphological Instruction on
Literacy Skills: A Systematic Review of the Literature
(Bowers, Kirby & Deacon, 2010), provides the best evidence
we have regarding the effects of morphological instruction in
scientific studies using control groups and/or alternative
treatments. Some important specific findings include:
• morphological instruction was most effective for less-able
readers;
• effects for pre-school to Grade 2 were generally equal to,
and often greater than those for Grade 3 and above;
• effects were usually stronger in when morphological
instruction was integrated with other forms of literacy
instruction.
Get this article and more on Pete’s research here.
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WW Summer Courses (See the new video!)
As always our summer courses were a delight for Sus and I
to host. It is such a luxury to work with intellectually curious
teachers keen to do have three days to do nothing but focus
on their own learning. One special treat this year came from
a very determined late addition to the second course. Matt
Berman, a teacher doing amazing
work at a the Nueva School in
California, found out about us at the
last minute and was unable to
arrange a trip. Not to be deterred,
he attended the whole course via
Skype. He joins our group shot here
on my laptop! Expect to hear more
from Matt and other participants in the coming Newsletters.
Contact Pete if you are interested in booking a spot at our
2011 3-Day Summer Workshops July 5-6 or July 26 - 28.
Our first guest presenter...
One of the participants in the first course was our good
friend, Lyn Anderson. Sus and I have known Lyn since we
taught with her in Balikpapan, Indonesia where we first
encountered Real Spelling. Lyn is a spectacular primary
teacher who has been working with Real Spelling for about
ten years (currently at the Anglo-American School of Sofia.)
When you consider how far Lyn has taken this work, it’s
worth noting that her first impression of Real Spelling was
that it was not appropriate for the early grades. However, the
more she investigated the more interested she became. Ten
years later, she’s still refining her practice using Real
Spelling in Pre-K to Grade. She conducts her own
workshops with colleagues, at international conferences and
now at our WordWorks workshops! You may remember the
image (top, right) from her Grade 2 class from our last WW
Newsletter. That newsletter also pointed to this slide show of
images from Lyn’s spectacular classroom. Check it out!

The three graphemes available to write /f/ and some of the
words we investigated to find them (above).
An image from the video of Lyn leading us in this structured
word inquiry of the grapheme-phoneme convention (below).

When Lyn signed up for
our course, we couldn’t
pass up the opportunity
to have her run a
session. She decided to
model an orthographic
phonology lesson in
which we investigated
Lyn’s Grade 2 students present the
the three ways we have construction of the word sum:
of writing the phoneme un + heal + th + y/i + est → unhealthiest
/f/. (See below, left.)
Click here for more images from this class
Lyn took us through a
masterful lesson which integrated rigorously accurate
orthographic content with an engaging structured inquiry
lesson to build spelling, vocabulary and reading knowledge.
Attend to the craft of Lyn’s teaching, including the use of the
“Think, Pair, Share” strategy that she describes near the end
of the film.
The video: See this page on our site with a link to Part 1 of
the video (Part 2 coming soon!). Click the video link from
our homepage for my detailed reflection on Lyn’s lesson
outlining many key orthographic concepts and teaching
strategies illustrated in the video. (Sorry, for some strange
technical reason, I can’t link to that page directly from here!)

Teacher Inspired Learning Communities
One sign of the healthy growth of accurate instruction of the
written word is the increasing number of teachers working
hard to conduct presentations and workshops for peers at
their schools. I’m convinced that one of the richest aspects of
introducing Real Spelling and WordWorks to a school is that
teachers’ discovery of the order of English spelling so often
naturally sparks an emphasis on the idea of “teacher as part
of a community of learners”.
The main engine that has been driving the growth of
structured word inquiry with the support of Real Spelling has
always been the fact that teachers who receive even a
minimal amount of training -- perhaps a 3-day course with
me or a 5-day course with Real Spelling -- develop and share
their practice over time in their schools.
Consider just two examples. After attending our first summer
course, Grade 4 teacher Ilana McGrath returned to The
American School of Doha eager to dive into her learning
with her students. She returned the following summer with
two colleagues. Now the American School of Doha has fully
integrated Real Spelling and structured word inquiry into
their curriculum. Ilana is now bringing her passion and
expertise to a new school. (See an example of Ilana’s work
here.) That same first course included a large contingent
from Shelley Holloway’s excellent MindWare Academy in
Ottawa. Four years after 3-days of PD, this instruction
remains a rich part of their every day practice. See examples
from MindWare Academy’s Sharon Reichstein’s Grade 5/6
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More star teachers spreading the word
Go to this link to download pages Lisa
I thought I’d take advantage of this first
prepared with these spelling challenges.
Newsletter of the year to highlight some of
Kylie Horsfall
the examples of just a few of teachers who
have done an amazing job of sharing their
I’ve never actually met Kylie in person and
learning with their peers. Their work may
only know her via email correspondence
give others ideas for ways to expand this
that began a couple of weeks ago. She
instruction.
contacted Melvyn and me for feedback on
the presentation she was putting together to
Sarah Pickles: Lincoln Community
introduce Real Spelling and structured word
School, Accra, Ghana
inquiry to colleagues at the Suzhou
I had the pleasure of working with Sarah in
Singapore International School in China.
Ghana again this past August. During my
visit, she showed me the website she
Kylie, who currently teaches Kindergarten
created. She used an assignment from a
but who has also worked a great deal in
course she took this summer to illustrate her
Grade 2, tells me that she first heard about
Sarah PIckles shows off her
learning with WordWorks and Real
“Word Concept Wall” at her school
Real Spelling when Melvyn conducted a 2
Spelling.
in Ghana. See one of my favourite
day workshop at her school (ISHR,
Newsletters from my second visit
Sarah’s website is excellent. I hope she got
Hannover, Germany) about 10 years
to Ghana here.
an A! I was delighted that she let me share
ago. More recently she heard about
it with you all. I encourage you to explore
WordWorks through friends at the Lincoln
beyond the first page. There is so much great stuff to find.
School in Ghana.
Lisa Mangelsdorf (K-1) - School & community wide
Consider that minimal direct contact with Melvyn and me
investigations
when you look at the PowerPoint she created for her staff on
an investigation of ways to write the initial /k/ phoneme.
I first met Lisa in Sumatra, but then had the pleasure of
Kylie has kindly allowed me to share it with all of you. I am
seeing her again at her new school in Kuala Lumpur where
especially impressed with how Kylie has integrated her own
she has already run many workshops supporting this
ideas and presentation style while drawing from parts of
instruction. During my visit to her school in Sumatra, I ran
Real Spelling and WordWorks that she found useful.
5-minute word investigations at their daily morning
assemblies. Lisa found a way to expanded on this idea to
After seeing her
engage the whole staff, students and parents in structured
PowerPoint, I told
word inquiry. Drawing from Real Spelling Themes, she
Kylie I was sure her
created investigations to present on Mondays. Throughout
session would go
the week, classrooms and families dived into the challenge,
well, reasoning that,
determined to solve the spelling question. Then, at Friday
“People will be
assemblies, children shared their discoveries.
grabbed by the
sudden appearance
of order.” My
prediction of her
success was proven
correct. Here’s a
portion of the email
Download Kylie’s PowerPoint here.
she wrote back after
the presentation...
From Kylie’s email...

Top left: Lisa (third from left) and the crew at the
Rumbai campus in Sumatra.
Top right: Pete doing a morning assembly lesson
on <love>.
Left: one of Lisa’s school challenges. Click here
to download five of the activities LIsa produced
for her school community.

Just an update - the presentation went fabulously, despite
the fact that..[I was told at the last minute that] I only had 5
minutes! BUT, once I got through initial position <c>/<k>,
and came to the option to stop then, or continue to the final
<k> or <ck>, she said "yes, I want to know!" So we
continued - all the way through to the end.
[There were] requests to put the information "on the server"
and also "can you do one every week?"...
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Planning a Brief Introduction to English
Spelling as a Context for Structured Inquiry
Already this school year I’ve received emails from teachers
like Kylie, Lisa and Irene (remember Irene’s Grade 2 class in
California?) asking for feedback on short presentations they
were preparing to their staff. This made me wonder...
What are the key elements that I would want to include in
any introduction to structured word inquiry?
I hope sharing some thoughts on this question might provide
some guidance to those of you thinking about making your
own presentations.
I think my comment to Kylie gets at what I would want such
a presentation to accomplish. The successful presentation
would grab people with the sudden appearance of order in
spelling where before people only saw exception-riddled
rules and memorization. Establishing this initial interest,
however, will only be productive if it is backed up with
access to tools and resources with which teachers can start to
develop their learning and practice.
I’m NOT suggesting that people should use the same words
and specific activities I describe here. Instead, I want to
identify the principles that drive my particular choices.
Hopefully I can provide sparks of ideas on which you can
expand and improve.
1) Four basic, indispensable tools
• The matrix
• Word sums
• Spelling out-loud in morphemic and graphemic groups
• The conventions for marking grapheme - phoneme
correspondences (angle brackets < > for graphemes; slash
brackets / / for phonemes) and practicing ‘tasting
consonants’.
The first and easiest decision for me was that each of these
tools for teaching about word structure would have to feature
prominently in my presentation. I’m sure no-one who has
followed these newsletters is surprised that the matrix and
word sums are right there at the top of my list. These are the
only tools I know of that reveal how spelling marks
interrelation of structure and meaning of families of words
despite pronunciation shifts and suffixing changes.
Specifically including “spelling-out” word structure in this
short list marks the ever growing role that this aspect of
working with words has played in my understanding and
instructional practice. In fact, spelling-out loud really isn’t
“additional” to working with word sums. Announcing the
graphemic and morphological structure of words by spelling
out letters according to those structures should be seen as an
integral part of what it means to work with a word sum. I
make it a separate point here because I know how easy it is

to teach with word sums without emphasizing this critical
aspect of how they represent word structure.
Introducing concrete tools for discussing graphemes and
phonemes highlights the point that introducing morphology
to the classroom in no way suggests that we should ignore
the role of pronunciation. To the contrary, accurate
instruction about the written word MUST be very explicit
and accurate regarding how we teach about oral features of
words and how they are represented in print.
2) What words do I use?
This is actually a poor question. Instead, we should ask:
a) What are the most generative concepts I could teach to
this audience within the limited available time?
b) What words would be useful to illustrate those concepts?
3) What concepts and messages about the written word do I
want to illustrate?
Here are key ideas that I think I could integrate into a short
introduction…
Two “essential understandings” to target:
• English spelling is surprisingly well-ordered and reliable.
• We can investigate the spelling of words with young and
older children through an engaging process of
scientifically based thinking.
Some specific concepts in my introductory lesson that
support those bigger ideas would include:
• Families of words are connected in structure and meaning
through consistent spelling of the base despite shifts in
pronunciation.
• Prefixes and suffixes also keep their spelling despite
pronunciation shifts.
• We need graphemes that can represent more than one
phoneme so that the spelling of morphemes can be
consistent despite pronunciation shifts (e.g the <ea> of the
base <heal> and for the complex word <health>).
• All words make structural sense, and that structure,
including suffixing changes, can be shown with the written
word sum.
Some example activities
With a sense of the key principles to address, I will share
some of the activities that I use to illustrate them.
Remember, however, that the specific words chosen here are
not the point, many others could be used.
1) Learning from <cats> and <dogs>
I often use these words to model explicit teaching of
grapheme-phoneme correspondences, word sums, and to
introduce the fact that the letter <s> for the suffix <-s> to
mark a plural is used whether it is pronounced /s/ or /z/.
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Start with meaning
I would tell teachers that I start out by making sure that
students know the meaning of any word that we study. This
might seem silly with <cat>, but it certainly doesn’t hurt to
talk about what a cat is for a few seconds to make sure that
children hear me correctly, and that my second language
learners know what I’m talking about.
Since I know <cat> is a base, I can jump right into analyzing
the grapheme-phoneme correspondences. I might ask
students to say the “the first part of the word <cat>”.
Teachers often say something like /kuh/, but we don’t hear
this in <cat>. This creates the opportunity to talk about
“tasting consonants”. I have teachers feel their vocal chords
with their fingers as they say see say /kuh/. When you do
this, you will feel your vocal chords vibrate. Then I have
them say /k/ and we only feel the back of our tongue touch
the back of our mouth. Our vocal chords don’t vibrate. Now,
while pointing to the written symbol /k/ on the board, I can
say, “one way of writing /k/ is with the letter <c>”.
I work through the phonemes and graphemes until we spell
<cat>. Now I ask what do we add to the spoken word <cat>
to mean more than one? This leads to the discussion of word
sums with the suffix <-s> added to the base <cat> for more
than one. After going through the grapheme-phoneme
correspondences for <dog>, we use that same “tasting
consonants” strategy to recognize that we don’t add /s/ to
mean more than one dog. Instead we add /z/.
We can see that we use the suffix <-s> to mean more than
one whether we pronounce that suffix as /s/ or /z/. We can
now introduce the basic principle that suffixes are
consistently spelled despite pronunciation shifts to mark
meaning cues. We will shortly extend this principle to bases
and prefixes.
graphemes:
phonemes:

<c> <a> <t> + <s>
/k/ /æ/ /t/ + /s/

<d> <o> <g> + <s>
/d/ /ɔ/ /g/ + /z /

written word sum: cat + s → cats
spelled aloud: c-a-t--plus--s--is rewritten as--c-a-t--pause--s
written word sum:

dog + s → dogs

spelled aloud: d-o-g--plus--s--is rewritten as--d-o-g-- pause--s
Some points to underline:
• The suffix <-s> for ‘more than one’ is pronounced /s/ or /z/.
• The <s> grapheme can write /s/ or /z/.
• The <z> grapheme can write /s/ but not /s/

<-s>

/s/
/z/

Stuck on a Spelling?
Investigate with these questions...
(1) What does the word mean?
(2) How is it built?
(Can you peel off any affixes?)
(3) What other related words can you
think of?
(Can the Word searcher help you?)
(4) What are the sounds that matter?
(What grapheme/phoneme
correspondences can you find that
fit in your hypothesized
morphemes?)

morphological
connections?
etymological
connections?

2) <heal> and <heal>
Some concepts available to teach from these words:
homophones, digraphs, multiple pronunciations of
graphemes, word families connect families of words despite
pronunciation shifts
Asking for someone to spell the word <heal>/<heel> results
in the question, “Which one do you mean?” This helps me
illustrate the idea that spelling is fundamentally about
meaning. The homophone principle states that words
unrelated in meaning but which happen to have the same
pronunciation, are spelled differently where possible to mark
the difference in meaning.
Once we have both spellings, I can ask how they know
which word uses <ea> and which uses <ee> for the ‘long e’.
Inevitably, teachers know which is which, but they can’t
explain how they know. First I like to explain the word
<heal> -- as in I have a cut that I want to heal quickly.
I refer to my “Stuck on a Spelling?” chart and go through the
questions.
1) We’ve checked the meaning with our sentence.
2) We can’t peel off any affixes and leave a base that
makes sense, so we know that we are spelling a base
word.
3) What other words can I think about that relate to this
<heal>?
At this point, someone always gets to the word <health>.
“My cut will heal quickly if I’m in good health.” Now I can
explain that we should not try to understand the spelling of a
word in isolation. To understand the spelling of <heal>, we
need not just the graphemes that can represent the
pronunciation of that word, we need the graphemes that can
represent the pronunciation of any word in that family of
related words. (Notice that now we have entered question #4
about pronunciation on our spelling chart.)
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Now I introduce a matrix like this one. This lets me show
how the matrix works and how it interrelates with word
sums while answering the question about <heal> and <heal>.
Working with members of word family of the base <heal>
and these word sums lets me introduce how suffixing
changes are shown in a written word sum. I can also use
these word sums to introduce spelling word structure out
loud.

un

heal

ing
er
s
ed
th

Before moving on to the next task, I might take the
opportunity to use another matrix and word sums to explain
some words most people have only ever thought of as
“irregular”. Remember, I’m aiming at grabbing people with
the sudden appearance of order!
The <do> and <go> matrix is a good one for this job.

do + es!
do + ne!
do + ing

ness
y er

heal + ing → healing!
heal + th → healthy
heal + er → healer!
un + heal + th → unhealthy
heal + ed → healed!
heal + th + y/i + ness → healthiness
un + heal + th + y/i + er → unhealthier
I can use the reference chart below to help illustrate the two
pronunciations of the <ea> digraph.

<ea>

spelled out “n - e - double-s” (Note, letters separated by a
plus sign in a word sum like the <l>s in <helpfully> help +
ful + ly → helpfully are not named as double letters).

ē ʻlong eʻ or /ɛ/ as in <heal>
ĕ ʻshort eʼ or /i/ as in <health>

Some key points that can be introduced with this
investigation include:
• in a word sum, digraphs like the <ea> in <heal> are
announced together quickly: h-ea-l (as are trigraphs in
other words like the <igh> in <fight>: f--igh-t);
• leave long pauses at the morphemic boundaries that are
marked by plus signs;
• announce any suffixing changes (e.g. ‘change the <y> to
<i>’).
• The same letter twice in a row in a morpheme is spelled
out as a “double letter”. For example the suffix <-ness> is

does!
done!
doing!

go + es!
go + ne!
go + ing

goes
gone
going

Notice, that <does> lets me point out that we just learned
that <s> is a way of writing /s/ or /z/. The fact that the base
spelled <do> has a different pronunciation when it is a base
word compared to when it is a base in the word <does> is
simply an illustration how English spelling and oral English
work. It’s not irregular for bases to change pronunciation
across words while maintaining the same spelling, that is a
principle on which the whole system has evolved! See a
video of instruction about this matrix and word sums here.
Since this is how the oral and written language works, isn’t it
a good idea to introduce children to this fact right from the
start? What better place than within the context of words like
<do>, <does> and <done> that we want students to be
comfortable reading and writing early on? This point is
corroborated by the meta-analysis I described earlier, as we
found that morphological interventions in pre-school to
Grade 2 had effects that were often as strong or stronger than
effects in Grade 3 and above. (Download article here.)
The <busy> matrix and words sums below are also a great
way to “grab people with the sudden appearance of order”.
Who would have thought that <business> is such an easy
spelling to understand?!!! It’s nice to revisit the <y/i> shift

busy

er
ed
ness

busy/i + er → busier
busy/i + ed → busied

www.WordWorksKingston.com

man
woman

busy/i + ness → business
busy/i + ness + man→ businessman

Word sums are used to investigate individual words that can be generated from a matrix. The word sum is the linguistic tool used to reveal
the underlying structure of any complex word and how that structure
(including any suffixing changes) relates to a wordʼs surface structure
-- how words appear in books.

www.WordWorksKingston.com

dis + cover + y + es → !
try + ing → ! !
!
try + es → !
!
!
busy + body → !
!
www.WordWorksKingston.com

un + please + ure + able → ____________________
hope + ing → ! !
!
____________________
hop + ing → ! !
!
____________________
carry + age → !!
!
____________________

_______________
_______________
_______________
_______________

WW Newsletter #61

Complete these word sums, by writing and spelling them out-loud. Make sure to mark and announce any changes.

Teaching word sums: To integrate the spelling, meaning and constituent morphemes (that build countless words) of a word into the long term
memory of a learner, word sums are written and spelled out-loud to highlight graphemic and morphemic structures of written words.

A morphological matrix (Ramsden, 2001) is a map that marks paths
of spelling structure and meaning contained within a morphological
word family. It shows how written morphemes (bases and affixes) can
be arranged to produce sets of words that carry the underlying meaning of the base (marked in bold). Matrices use the full spelling of morphemes (before application of suffixing conventions).

The Matrix and the Word Sum

Kingston Literacy & Skills September Retreat, Sept. 10, 2010 -- Page 5

3) Practice analyzing complex words into morphemes, and spelling out word structure
Whenever possible, I try make time for an activity in which the participants have time to process the structure of written words in the same
way in which their students will. I’ve taken two pages from one of my workshop booklets that I often use for this purpose. Teachers use the
page below to practice making word sums, and spelling out complex words. It provides a model of spelling out loud and a variety of word
sums to finish. I usually have people complete the word sums and spell them out in small groups before taking up the answers.
See the following page for “solutions” for spelling out the word sums below. Go this link for a video of me teaching a group of teachers how
to spell word sums out loud.
September 17, 2010
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Examples of spelling out the three suffixing changes represented on the previous page.
hope/ + ing → hopping
h--o--p--e-- plus -- i-n-g is re-written as h--o--p--no e-- ‘pause’--i-n-g
hop (p) + ing → hopping
h--o--p-- plus -- i-n-g is re-written as h--o--double p--‘pause’--i-n-g
carry/i + age → carriage
c--a--double r-- y -- plus--a-g-e is re-written as c--a--double r-- change the y to i -- pause--a-g-e
The last activity I am sharing here has become a
favourite of mine. I like to have teachers analyze
complex words by trying to spell out their
morphological and graphemic structure. I have people
do this work in small groups before taking them up
together.
I like to challenge the group to try to spell these words
out loud properly without access to the word sum. After
they have tried, I have them write out the underlying
structure. The written word sum usually helps with the
trickier ones!
(I’ll warn you that few teachers spell out <duckling>
right on the first go. Try to spell it out before you write
the structure of the word sum.)
Summing up!
Remember, these are just ideas that can be used in an
introductory session. I have not touched on a number of
critical features of spelling that I have often addressed
in many such sessions (e.g. etymology to explain words
like <two>, <people>, <should> or function words that
are great for so many of those “high frequency sight
words”). Following the principle, “What is the most
generative principle available to teach to this audience
at this time” means some concepts will be omitted for
the moment - that doesn’t mean they are unimportant.
We just can’t do everything all at once.
I hope that the work represented in this Newsletter from
Lyn, Ilana, Sharon, Sarah, Lisa, Kylie and myself
provides ideas to give you confidence and resources to
share what you are learning with your peers.
I would suggest that we are working at something that
is extremely important here. We are trying to counter years
of built up assumptions about spelling by revealing the
ordered English spelling system to a generation of teachers
and students. That order has always been there, but for
whatever reason, education lost its way in terms of
presenting the underlying structure of how words work.
Instruction which fails to take that underlying structure into
account cannot reveal the ordered, reliable system that can

be analyzed through scientific inquiry. The fact that we
missed out on this understanding when we were being taught
to read and write, and later when we were being trained how
to teach, provides all the more reason for us to do better by
our students. I’m so excited that more and more teachers
have been supporting this effort!

www.WordWorksKingston.com

Pete Bowers, September 16, 2010

